
 
1. EYEBROWS are the number one Indicator of balance or unbalance on your face. The 

goal is to frame your eyes. Avoid being washed out if yours are thinning or just very 
light.  There are many options to have them reshaped or filled in—brow bars, tattoos, 
DIY.  Whatever your budget or comfort level, get help from a professional.   

2. HAIR is your crown and constantly noticed.  Avoid dull, damaged hair first.  Add shine 
with products or rinse with apple cider vinegar.  Get a cut that flatters your face 
shape.  Your face shape changes as your weight and age changes, so an update is key. 
Born with hair that doesn’t fit your life?  Invest in a great wig or extensions.  

3. TEETH. A dentist told me that those with super white teeth have veneers doing all the 
work.  Each of us will have a different degree of white based on our lifestyle and DNA.  
Talk to your dentist. 

4. LIPS.  Go nude, blush or millennial pink.  Take a break from dark lips for a season. 

5. SKIN. Professional facials are a great self-care treat and the results are lasting. 

6. MIX IT UP.  Prints in multiples are modern, fun and fresh.  Need baby steps? Go classic 
with stripes and Polka Dots.  More advanced? Mix three prints in one look.  Have fun 
and be bold! 

7. SHOES. Skip the typical default black and kick it up in bold color or print. 

8. HANDBAG. Again, skip the typical default of black and go for bold color contrast to 
your wardrobe, print or color block. It is best to be proportional to your body. If too 
small, it will enlarge you visually or if too big, it will overwhelm you.  If you are curvy, 
go for structured, rectangle or square.  If you are straight, no curves look for slouchy 
or round. Think contrast. 

9. FIT. It really matters. Invest in what fits not a number on the tag.  Bring multiple sizes 
into the dressing room and try all of them on.  

10. COLOR. Nothing catches the eye better than color.  You appear more confident, fresh, 
and modern.  
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